
Example of Background Information:

Introduction

Ursula KOCH was married to Peter KILANK. Ursula was the daughter of Nikolaus
KOCH and Maria, née KNESCHKE. This information comes from the “Familienstammbuch der
Familie Paul Nikolaus KILANK und Gertrud DOMASCHKE” 1 [Family register of the family
Paul Nikolaus KILANK und Gertrud DOMASCHKE]. The original of this document is in the
possession of their daughter Gertrud, née KILANK. The copy of this document was provided
before the research began.

Starting with Ursula KOCH, four generations needed to be researched. The research
needed to produce the name of the mother of Ursula KOCH and then follow the paternal line of
Ursula’s mother.

No names that are related to these ancestral lines were recorded in the online database of
the International Genealogical File (IGI) 2 in any of the researched generations. This database
contains billions of deceased ancestors from all over the world and is owned by the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Also no information about the ancestry of the client was found
published online.

The research results are divided into the different generations and then into individual
family members within a generation. The research in the historical records did not follow the
same way as the report is structured. The exact way the research was made is described in the
Research Calendars. For every generation there was a separate Research Calendar created. The
different calendars can be accessed by a link at the beginning of each generation in this report.

All the towns, villages and cities mentioned in this report are located in Saxony,
Germany. This applies to the borders of the former Kingdom of Saxony, respectively the former
Electorate of Saxony. If locations are mentioned that once belonged to Saxony, but today not
part of the Federal State of Saxony, then these locations have the present day federal state name
mentioned behind the town, village or city name. All other locations outside of Saxony will
always have the present day federal state name mentioned.

Every record found during the research on the KOCH and KNESCHK families is either
in the German language or in Latin. The vast majority of it is written in the old German
handwriting, including the old German print.

All the documents mentioned in this report are linked to the copy of the original record
found. For all records found there is also a link to the German machine typed transcription of the
record as well as to the translation into English. In the German transcript it was tried to duplicate

1 Familienstammbuch der Familie Paul Nikolaus KILANK und Gertrud DOMASCHKE, page 34 and title page
(image document 01, transcription and translation of document 01) This private family register is in possession of
Gertrud KURING, Mühlweg 4, 01920 Panschwitz-Kuckau, Germany
2 Website www.familysearch.org , search mask



the original letters, like the tilde above the letter ŭ. Some letter imitations were not possible to 
duplicate, like the line above the letters n or m, because the word program does not know these
symbols. The line above these two letters indicated a double letter of this kind.

If the original record had spelling mistakes, these mistakes were accurately copied into
the transcription. The record translated into English was made in the same way as the original
German or Latin record was written, with the exception of mistakes being corrected and town
names changed to the present day spelling.

The parts that were handwritten in the copies of the original documents are displayed in
italic.

A four-generation pedigree chart was created to show the generations that were followed
during the research.


